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Destroy more icy things with your cannon in this Learn to Fly-inspired idle game! Learn to Fly Inactive is the third game in the Learn to Fly series. The first screen in the idle game. Content[show] Gameplay Learn to fly inactive is an inactive game, as the title suggests. It requires you to go out and destroy obstacles with a cannon. Basically,
the game requires you to click to shoot each shot, but using an automatic click upgrade built into the main tab, you can leave your computer idle to play. Storyline Learn to Fly Inactive takes place after the events of Learn 2 Fly. With our mascot absent, filling another mascot in for him and through equipment upgrades, he takes out various
enemies with a cannon and is eventually able to defeat Dodo Home 666. Changes This game introduced Research, which allows you to get more upgrades on top of the upgrades provided in the main game screen. Research Points effectively made this feature replaced by the Learn 2 Fly bonus store. Inactive gameplay, which allows the
player to leave the computer running while playing for extended periods of time. Space gameplay, which still had gravity despite being ... Space. Many, many new obstacles. Trivia Cannon used in the game is a Tilt Cannon from Learn to Fly 3. DESTROYING THE DEVIL - Learn to Fly Idle FINALE - YouTube Learn to Fly Idle Review -
YouTube Learn to Fly Idle Gameplay (Kongregate) - YouTube Learn to Fly Idle - Point of No Return Live pointofnoreturn.com Destroy more icy things with your cannon in this Learn to Fly-inspired inactive game! Click to aim and shoot your cannon. Upgrade range, power, maximum shot and auto-fire speed with earned money. Research
special benefits of Research Points that you earn over time and to complete achievements. 241 People Used Multiple Tracks ›› Learn to Fly Inactive - Play Learn to Fly Inactive on Crazy Games Free www.crazygames.com Learn to Fly Idle is an inactive game inspired by Learn to Fly and Learn to Fly 2 that lets you launch snowballs to
destroy icy things. Use mouse to aim and shoot snowballs with the cannon. Upgrade many different things (such as power, range, automatic fire speed, and max shots) with the money you earn. Have fun with this inactive version of Learn to Fly! 315 Persons used several courses ›› Medal (Ltf2) | Learn to fly wiki | Fandom Hot
learntofly.fandom.com LtF2) Fly for a total time of 1 minute (can be done across multiple games) 50 BP 2 Aircraft for a total time of 5 minutes (can be done on across multiple games) 100 BP 3 Aircraft for a total time of 25 minutes (can be made across multiple games) 150 BP 4 Aircraft for a total time of 1 hour (can be done across multiple
games) 250 BP Destruction 1 Destroy obstacle 50 BP 270 People used several courses ›› Learn to fly inactive Hacked - - Play Top sites.google.com In this edition of Learn to Fly, you play like the penguin again, but now there is an inactive clicker game where you shoot from your cannon at enemies of the penguin! Usually it would take
you a while to get enough money and bonus points to go a long way in this game, but in this version all this has changed. All research is now free, so you can max them out immediately, and all upgrades are a little ... 399 People used multiple courses ›› Learn to Fly 3 - Play Learn to Fly 3 on Crazy Games Live www.crazygames.com
Learn to Fly 3 is the latest addition to the series. After versions 1 and 2, the creator, Jean-Marie Prevost, decided to try something else that resulted in Learn to Fly Idle, but now he's back with a classic Learn to Fly game (for which he raised $16,551 on Kickstarter!). 427 People Used Multiple Courses ›› Learn to Fly Idle Hacked |
ArcadePreHacks.com Live www.arcadeprehacks.com Play Learn to Fly Inactive – from ArcadePrehacks.com. Learn to Fly Inactive is an inactive game inspired by Learn to Fly and Learn to Fly 2 that lets you launch snowballs to destroy icy things. Use mouse to aim and shoot snowballs with the cannon. Upgrade many different things
(such as power, range, automatic fire speed, and max shots) with the money you earn. 273 People used multiple courses ›› Learn to fly 2 - flash games online on Chedot.com Free chedot.com [ Flys, Arcade] Learn to Fly 2 takes the series even deeper than the original. There are now challenges you can tackle as well as medals to earn
and even a bonus shop. The idea of making money to spend after each jump continues on, but is more organized. Upgrades now come in four different categories - Sleigh, Glider, Boost and Payload. Payload category is a new concept in Learn to Fly 2 ... 230 People Used Multiple Courses ›› Steam Community :: Guide :: Learn to Fly 3 -
Speedrunner 1 ... Now steamcommunity.com · Learn to Fly 3 - Speedrunner 1 Medal. By Leeson. Welcome to this medal/achievement guide for learn to fly 3! This guide will explain how you can earn yourself speedrunner 1 Medal in the game, also this will unlock I can do this with my flippers crossing achievement on ... 375 People used
multiple courses ›› Learn to fly inactive achievements - XpCourse Good www.xpcourse.com Learn to fly idle ALL BOSSEs !!! (1min) - YouTube. Play Learn to fly inactive in Kongragate ... The very last achievement is support devs, you used to get it by clicking on the kickstarter link to learn how to fly 3 on the performance screen, but it
seems gone now. level 2 Original Poster 1 point · ... 107 People Used Multiple Courses ›› Games Learn to Fly Idle Hacked Unblocked by iHackedGames.com Hot www.ihackedgames.com Learn to Fly Inactive Cheats. Press J Add Money - K Add Points. Tip: Usually you should click the game first to make the keyboard buttons work. Did
you like this game? Yes, no. Try, too. Jacksmith - Man the forge and make your best weapons for your warriors in Jacksmith! You're a donkey on a mission that takes you across the country, but... 56 People used multiple courses ›› Learn to fly inactive : WebGames - reddit Now www.reddit.com I've been playing this for a few days and
have an achievement again. Everyone else who noticed (especially at later levels) that when I have the tab for this game open, when my shots reach the target, but if I'm on another tab and then switch back, I see a bunch of my projectiles falling back to earth, not reaching the target, but as soon as the tab is active, it reaches the target
again. 132 People Used Multiple Courses ›› Learn to Fly 3 Cheats, Codes &amp; Secrets for PC - GameFAQs Top gamefaqs.gamespot.com · Instead, when you see the play button, hold 3 in the Learn to Fly 3 logo for a few seconds, i.e. MODES UNLOCKED on top, thus unlocking all modes. Item placement; Unlocked modes: By holding
3 in the Learn to Fly 3 logo by the play button for a ... 285 People used multiple courses ›› Learn to fly inactive - speedrun.com Live www.speedrun.com Advertising (Login to Hide). Learn to fly inactive Learn to Fly series. 2014. Web. Webgame Leaderboard Tutorials Resources Streams Forum Statistics Subplay. Moderated by: 133
People used multiple courses ›› Learn to fly inactive - Newgrounds.com now www.newgrounds.com · Learn to fly idle. Share author comments. Click to aim and shoot your cannon. Upgrade range, power, maximum shot and auto-fire speed with earned money. Research special benefits of Research Points that you earn over time and to
complete achievements. Log in/register to vote and review! Newgrounds accounts are free and registered users watch ... 454 People used multiple courses ›› Copyright © 2020 Multiply Media, LLC. All rights reserved. The materials on this website may not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with the
prior written permission of Multiply. Destroy more icy things with your cannon in this Learn to Fly-inspired idle game! Click to aim and shoot your cannon. Upgrade range, power, maximum shot and auto-fire speed with earned money. Research special benefits of Points that you earn over time and to complete To aim and shoot your
cannon. Upgrade range, power, maximum shot and auto-fire speed with earned money. Research special benefits of Research Points that you earn over time and to complete achievements. This game is in playlists if this flash game does not work, go here for help. Click anywhere to aim and shoot your cannon. Beat the snowman to
make money. Use this money to buy upgrades by clicking the buttons in the upper left corner. Unlock and defeat new enemies to earn more money. Find the new enemies by tapping the arrows around the enemy's portrait, next to their name. Checkmate! Play the classic strategy game. You can challenge your computer, a friend or join a
fight against another online player. Swing through the jungle from tree to tree! Beat levels to unlock new monkey skins. Surpass your opponents in the ultimate copter arena. Grab upgrades and superpowers, avoid toxic fog, and be the last to fly! Jump in the hot air balloon and prepare for adventures! Solve a brand new mission on each
island. Test your goal in online multiplayer! Race your opponent to get to zero first. You need to calculate your own score. Play the classic game, or mix it up with a brand new action mode: fireballs, blasters, gravitational wells and more! Your pineapple is trapped on top of a big tower! Jump over pits of lava and dodge dangerous traps to
save it. Grow civilization during the Bronze Age. Collect food, research technology, defend yourself against other civilizations, and build a world wonder! In this strange and unusual world, you can't jump. Fortunately, you can summon mountains under your feet. And get dirty smelly rich. Let's roll! It may not look like much at first, but we
have a feeling that you will earn trillions of points in a short time. Time.
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